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Introduction

Data is consistent with an early inflationary phase.

To what extent can learn about its detailed properties?
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Fig. 4.— The SPT bandpowers (blue), WMAP7 bandpowers (orange), and the lensed ΛCDM+foregrounds theory spectrum that
provides the best fit to the SPT+WMAP7 data shown for the CMB-only component (dashed line), and the CMB+foregrounds spectrum
(solid line). As in Figure 3, the bandpower errors shown in this plot do not include beam or calibration uncertainties.

for a departure from ΛCDM, a systematic error in one

or more of the data sets, or simply a statistical fluctua-

tion. We assume the uncertainties reported for each of

the datasets are correct and combine them to produce

many of the results presented here.

6.5. SPT-only ΛCDM constraints

We begin by examining parameter constraints from the

SPT bandpowers alone. The SPT-only parameter con-

straints provide an independent test of ΛCDM cosmology

and allow for consistency checks between the SPT data

and other datasets. Because the scalar amplitude ∆2
R

and the optical depth τ are completely degenerate for

the SPT bandpowers, we impose a WMAP7-based prior

of τ = 0.088± 0.015 for the SPT-only constraints.

We present the constraints on the ΛCDM model from

SPT andWMAP7 data in columns two to four of Table 3.

As shown in Figure 5, the SPT bandpowers (including

a prior on τ from WMAP7) constrain the ΛCDM pa-

rameters approximately as well as WMAP7. The SPT

and WMAP7 parameter constraints are consistent for

all parameters; θs changes the most significantly among

the five free ΛCDM parameters, moving by 1.5σ and

tightening by a factor of 2.2 from WMAP7 to SPT. The

SPT bandpowers measure θs extremely well by virtue of

the sheer number of acoustic peaks – seven – measured

by the SPT bandpowers. The SPT constraint on ns is

broader than the constraint from WMAP7 due to the

fact that WMAP7 probes a much greater dynamic range

of angular scales. Degeneracies with ns degrade the SPT

constraints on ∆2
R, the baryon density and, to a lesser

extent, the dark matter density.

6.6. Combined ΛCDM constraints

Next, we present the constraints on the ΛCDM

model from the combination of SPT and WMAP7 data.

As previously mentioned, we will refer to the joint

SPT+WMAP7 likelihood as the CMB likelihood. We

then extend the discussion to include constraints from

CMB data in combination with BAO and/or H0 data.

We present the CMB constraints on the six ΛCDM

parameters in the fourth column of Table 3. Adding
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Figure 8. The CMASS DR9 power spectra before (left) and after (right) reconstruction with the best-fit models overplotted. The vertical dotted lines show
the range of scales fitted (0.02 < k < 0.3hMpc−1), and the inset shows the BAO within this k-range, determined by dividing both model and data by the
best-fit model calculated (including window function convolution) with no BAO. Error bars indicate

√
Cii for the power spectrum and the rms error calculated

from fitting BAO to the 600 mocks in the inset (see Section 4.2 for details).

an estimate of the “redshift-space” power, binned into bins in k of
width 0.04hMpc−1.

6.2 Fitting the power spectrum

We fit the observed redshift-space power spectrum, calculated as
described in Section 6, with a two component model comprising a
smooth cubic spline multiplied by a model for the BAO, following
the procedure developed by Percival et al. (2007a,c, 2010). The
model power spectrum is given by

P (k)m = P (k)smooth ×Bm(k/α), (32)

where P (k)smooth is a smooth model that fits the overall shape
of the power spectrum, and the BAO model Bm(k), calculated for
our fiducial cosmology, is scaled by the dilation parameter α as
defined in Eq. 21. The calculation of the BAO model is described
in detail below. This scaling of the acoustic signal is identical to
that used in the correlation function fits, although the differing non-
linear prescriptions in (Eqns 23 & 32) means that the non-linear
BAO damping is treated in a subtly different way.

Each power spectrum model to be fitted is convolved with the
survey window function, giving our final model power spectrum to
be compared with the data. The window function for this convolu-
tion is the normalised power in a Fourier transform of the weighted
survey coverage, as defined by the random catalogue, and is calcu-
lated using the same Fourier procedure described in Section 6 (e.g.
Percival et al. 2007c). This is then fitted to express the window
function as a matrix relating the model power spectrum evaluated
at 1000 wavenumbers, kn, equally spaced in 0 < k < 2hMpc−1,
to the central wavenumbers of the observed bandpowers ki:

P (ki)fit =
�

n

W (ki, kn)P (kn)m −W (ki, 0). (33)

The final term W (ki, 0) arises because we estimate the average
galaxy density from the sample, and is related to the integral con-
straint in the correlation function. In fact this term is smooth (as

the power of the window function is smooth), and so can be ab-
sorbed into the smooth component of the fit, and we therefore do
not explicitly include this term in our fits.

To model the overall shape of the galaxy clustering power
spectrum we use a cubic spline (Press et al. 1992), with nine nodes
fixed empirically at k = 0.001, and 0.02 < k < 0.4 with
∆k = 0.05, matching that adopted in Percival et al. (2007c, 2010).
This model was tested in these papers, but we show in Section B3
that it also provides an excellent fit to the overall shape of the DR9
CMASS mock catalogues, and that there is no evidence for devia-
tions for the fits to the data.

To calculate our fiducial BAO model, we start with a linear
matter power spectrum P (k)lin, calculated using CAMB (Lewis et
al. 2000), which numerically solves the Boltzman equation describ-
ing the physical processes in the Universe before the baryon-drag
epoch. We then evolve using the HALOFIT prescription (Smith
et al. 2003), giving an approximation to the evolved power spec-
trum at the effective redshift of the survey. To extract the BAO, this
power spectrum is fitted with a model as given by Eq. 32, where we
adopt a fixed BAO model (BEH) calculated using the Eisenstein &
Hu (1998) fitting formulae at the same fiducial cosmology. Divid-
ing P (k)lin by the best-fit smooth power spectrum component from
this fit produces our BAO model, which we denote BCAMB.

We damp the acoustic oscillations to allow for non-linear ef-
fects

Bm = (BCAMB − 1)e−k2Σ2
nl/2 + 1, (34)

where the damping scale Σnl is a fitted parameter. We assume
a Gaussian prior on Σnl with width ±2h−1 Mpc, centred on
8.24h−1 Mpc for pre-reconstruction fits and 4.47h−1 Mpc for
post-reconstruction fits, matching the average recovered values
from fits to the 600 mock catalogs with no prior. The exact width of
the prior is not important, but if we do not include such a prior, then
the fit can become unstable with respect to local minima at extreme
values.

c� 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 2–33



Introduction

lim
kL→0

�ζkLζkSζkS �� = −Pζ(kL)Pζ(kS)
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For models with a single clock in the Bunch-Davies state
the squeezed limit of 3-pt function of curvature 
perturbations obeys the consistency relation

“The local physics is independent of 
(frozen) long wavelength modes.”

Looks promising to distinguish between single and multi-
field models, but can be violated for                          .X < kL/kS � 1

Was there a single light degree of freedom or many?



Introduction

Experimentally we must be sensitive to triangles
with                   to rule out single field inflation.kL/kS < X

X ∼ ∆1/2
R ∼ 10−2

The goal will be to show that for a large class of single 
field models 

So a detection for                        would rule out a large 
class of single field models.

What limits the range is backreaction and weak coupling.

kL/kS < ∆1/2
R



Outline

Why does the consistency condition hold?

What does it take to violate it for intermediate 
momenta?

What is    in simple single field models?

Generalizations 

Forecasts

X



The consistency condition

Why does the consistency condition hold?

In single field models, modes freeze after
horizon crossing. (once the attractor is reached)

Frozen superhorizon modes correspond to a
rescaling of coordinates and are unobservable.
If no correlations between short and long 
modes are generated before the long modes 
exit, the consistency condition holds.



What does it take to violate it for intermediate scales?

Since correlations must be generated before 
the long modes exits, we can use flat space 
intuition to understand the physics better.

�ϕ�k1
ϕ�k2

ϕ�k3
(t)�� = −i 1

8k1k2k3

� t

−∞(1−i�)
dt�µei(k1+k2+k3)(t

�−t) − c.c.

= −µ
1

4k1k2k3(k1 + k2 + k3)

Consider a massless scalar field in flat space with 
cubic self-interaction

The consistency condition

Why are the correlations in the Bunch-Davies 
state small and generated near horizon crossing?



What does it take to violate it for intermediate scales?

Key properties

Can be understood intuitively from

Generated                                    before

proportional to        (no interesting squeezed limit)

∆t ∼ 1/(k1 + k2 + k3) t

1/kt

The consistency condition



What does it take to violate it for intermediate scales?

Crucial assumptions

Time translation invariance

The system is in the ground state

We can break these with time-dependent interactions 
that excite the state dynamically or by an excited initial 
state.

Either way we need energy which will affect the 
dynamics of the system.

The consistency condition



What does it take to violate it for intermediate scales?

The consistency condition

In both scenarios

kL ∼ a(t)H

kL

kS
� H

φ̇1/2
∼ ∆1/2

R

Non-trivial correlations exist only between modes that 
are separated in wave number by less than ~100

kS
a

� k�
a

� φ̇1/2



Non-adiabatic evolution

The bound

V = V0 + Λ4 cos

�
φ

f

�
Consider the concrete example

violates the consistency condition for

Then (with              )

H0

ω
<

kL

kS
< 1

ω = φ̇/f
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Non-adiabatic evolution

The bound

To make the range                      as large as possible,

should maximize           .

H0

ω
<

kL

kS
< 1

ω/H0

The theory becomes strongly coupled at energies ∼ f

kL

kS
� H

φ̇1/2
∼ ∆1/2

R

So violations of the consistency condition are limited to

ω < f =⇒ ω < φ̇1/2



Excited initial state

The bound

If we allow an arbitrary state, essentially anything goes.

kL = aIHI kS = k�and

We will make the assumption that only modes between

are significantly excited. 

Then the consistency condition holds for

(but      a priori is arbitrary.)k�

kL/kS < aIHI/k�



Excited initial state

The bound

The power spectrum is

These dots are negligible only if �Ψ|δϕ̇2|Ψ� � φ̇2

�Ψ|δϕ̇2|Ψ� ∼ 1

a4

�
d3k

(2π)3
k Nk ∼ k4�

8π2a4
Nk�

But

�Ψ|ζH(k1, t)ζH(k2, t)|Ψ�� = �Ψ|ζI(k1, t)ζI(k2, t)|Ψ�� + . . .

=
H

4

2φ̇2k3
(1 + 2Nk + . . . ) + . . .



Excited initial state

The bound

So                         implies�Ψ|δϕ̇2|Ψ� � φ̇2

Large occupation numbers (        ) are thus ruled out by 
the power spectrum because it is scale invariant over 
more than 2 orders of magnitude.

kL
kS

>
∆1/2

R N1/4
k�

(1 + 2Nk� + . . . )1/4

� 0.1

Small occupation numbers require more attention.



Excited initial state

The bound

What if                          ?

The energy density stored in the excitations is large 
enough to affect the background evolution.

�Ψ|δϕ̇2|Ψ� � φ̇2

In particular there is a phase with

The power spectrum for modes that exit during this 
phase is generically scale-dependent.

Canceling the scale dependence by hand leads to highly 
non-scale invariant higher n-point functions.

δ =
Ḧ

2ḢH
≈ −2



Forecasts

Can excited states with small occupation numbers and 
kL
kS

> ∆1/2
R N1/4

k�

lead to halo bias detectable say with Euclid?

P (k) = (b(g)E +∆b)2Pm(k)

∆χ2 =
�

i

V (zi)

(2π)2

�
dkk2

�
1− 1

ng(zi)P (k)

�2 �∆P (k, zi)

P (k, zi)

�2

Compute

and then

15,000 sq.deg.
z=0.5...2.1(12 bins)



Forecasts

∆b(k,M) =
1

MM (k)

�
(b(g)E − 1)δc

D(z)
F(k,M) +

dF(k,M)

d lnσM

�

MM (k) = k2T (k)W (kR(M))

with

In practice

and a model for the Gaussian bias, number of galaxies, 
etc., from Orsi, A., Baugh, C., Lacey, C., Cimatti, A., Wang, Y., et al. 2010

We use slow roll inflation with Bogoliubov state for 
excited from                  to     saturating the bound  

Bζ

F(k,M) =
1

8π2σ2
MPζ(k)

�
dk�k�

2MM (k�)

1�

−1

dµMM (|�k + �k�|)Bζ(k, k
�, |�k + �k�|)

kL = 1/τ0 kS



Forecasts
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Forecasts



Conclusions

This can be generalized conveniently with the 
framework of the effective field theory for fluctuations 
during inflation to more general models

Generically, single field models violate the consistency 
relation and lead to interesting behavior in the 
squeezed limit only for 

Special states can circumvent this and extend the range 
to

kL

kS
� H

φ̇1/2
∼ ∆1/2

R

kL
kS

� ∆Rf1/2
NL



Thank you!


